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“GOOD NEIGHBOR” FENCE POLICY

Each year, the Ogle County Planning & Zoning Department receives calls from residents 

considering or concerned with the installation of a new fence or repair of an existing one.  Although

Ogle County has no ordinance regarding the installation or repair of fencing (unless it is located

within a floodplain), a “good neighbor” fence policy is advocated which includes the following

recommendations:

• Before doing any work, discuss your plan with adjoining property owners.  If there are

doubts as to the accuracy of the property line, hire a licensed professional land surveyor to

verify property corners and stake the site.  Settling a property boundary dispute can become

costly once legal action is initiated.

• Consider that a stockade or other wooden fence requires attention from time-to-time. 

Constructing the fence one foot (1') or more from the property line should allow room for

maintenance of the fence.

• A fence must not pose a danger to passersby.  Posts must be installed to provide stability and

resistance to gusting wind loads.

• The finished or “good” side of wooden fence pickets or panels should face out.  Fence made

with two “good” sides or post-and-rail fence systems can be installed without this concern.

• There should be no nail points penetrating through the wood surface and no diagonal braces

blocking a walkway.

• Fences may not obscure sight lines for safe roadway travel.  Section 6.02 Paragraph E. Sight

Distance Triangle states:  On a corner lot in any district, development shall conform to the

requirements of the sight distance triangle in which nothing shall be erected, placed, planted

or allowed to grow in such a manner as to materially impede vision between a height of two

(2) feet and eight (8) feet above the grades at the back of the curb of the intersecting streets,

within the triangular area formed by the right-of-way lines and a line connecting them at

points forty (40) feet from their point of intersection or at equivalent points on private

streets.

• For residential purposes, barbed wire fencing should not be used.

• Contact J.U.L.I.E. (Joint Underground Locating Information for Excavators) at 811 or 

1-800-892-0123 to place a locate request for any underground utilities that may be in the

vicinity of your project.

• Ensure that your fence will not be constructed within any utility or drainage easement.


